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Silent Voice - Primary Division Lesson 
 

A MOMENT OF REFLECTION 

The following lesson is meant to shed light on the beautiful gift of ShareLife. For the Catholic community 
in the Archdiocese of Toronto, ShareLife provides an authentic, transparent and reliable structure for 
charitable giving. ShareLife supports numerous agencies and is dedicated to the poor and marginalized 
people in our communities. Your sharing of this gift, by means of educating and igniting students, is 
fulfilling your baptismal call to spread the Good News and know that you are an integral part of body of 
Christ. Blessings to you as you embark on this journey. 

 

Official Website: http://www.sharelife.org 

About ShareLife: http://bit.ly/aboutsharelifevideo 

 

A TEACHER’S PRAYER 
Lord Jesus, 
You place before me students who are eager to do your will.  
Fill my words and actions so that they might come to share in the life of the community by caring for 
those who need support and assistance. May we collectively focus our attention on the dignity of the 
human person at all stages of life and may we work tirelessly to serve you in love. 
AMEN 

 

ABOUT SHARELIFE 

MISSION: To live the Gospel by providing for those in need. 

VISION: The Catholic community and its partners responding generously with justice and love. 

PRINCIPLES: 

• Reverence for life at all stages 
• Commitment to Catholic Social Teaching 
• Collaboration with stakeholders  
• Responsible and accountable for resources 

 

http://www.sharelife.org/
http://bit.ly/aboutsharelifevideo
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LESSON NAME 

Compassion and Understanding: “Silent Voice” 

 

FOCUS QUESTIONS 

• How we can improve our effective communication skills and enhance our ability to create an 
inclusive society?  

• How can we learn from Jesus’ compassion and kindness towards all people? 

 

CLASSROOM PLANNER 

Day 1 

Learning Goals: 

• We are learning about how ShareLife supports Silent Voice. 
• We are learning about how we can show compassion and understanding by increasing our 

knowledge about the Deaf and hard of hearing members of our community. 

This learning goal will be explored through class discussion and activities that will enhance their 
knowledge about showing compassion for others and how we can improve our effective communication 
skills and enhance our ability to create an inclusive society. 

Materials: 

 Chart paper/cue cards 
 Bible  
 Markers 
 American Sign Language finger spelling chart (Appendix 11) 
 Computer 
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LEARNING FOCUS 

Religious Education Expectations Assessment for Learning 

Overall Expectations Evidence of Learning/“I Can” Statement 

Living in Solidarity 

LS1: demonstrate an understanding of what it 
means to be made in God’s image both in our 
equality and diversity and explain why this is the 
source of our human dignity. 

  

Students will/I can: 

• Engage in activities that will create a sense 
of community and respect for others.  

• Think about the everyday interactions that 
are taken for granted, such as chatting in 
the playground or classroom, and to 
consider how being Deaf might impact on 
their ability to participate 

LS2: understand that as human beings made in 
God’s image we are social by nature and we are 
called both as individuals and as a community to 
offer friendship and charity to all people. 

Students will/I can: 

• Listen and reflect on Scripture passages 
and examine Jesus’ compassion for all 
those in need and how these relationships 
are strongly developed  

• Reflect and discuss the role of ShareLife 
and how it assists in the success of 
community organizations such as “Silent 
Voice.” 

 

ONTARIO CATHOLIC SCHOOL GRADUATE EXPECTATIONS 

An Effective Communicator who:  

• a. Listens actively and critically to understand and learn in light of gospel values. 
• c. Presents information and ideas clearly and honestly and with sensitivity to others. 

 
A Collaborative Contributor who:  

• e. Respects the rights, responsibilities and contributions of self and others. 

 

SCRIPTURAL REFERENCE 

2 Thessalonians 2:16-17 …comfort your hearts and strengthen them    
    in every good work and word. 
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CATHOLIC SOCIAL TEACHING 

Dignity of the Human Person: The foundation of all Catholic Social Teaching is the inherent dignity of 
the human person, as created in the image and likeness of God. The Church, therefore, calls for Integral 
Human Development, which concerns the wellbeing of each person in every dimension: economic, 
political, social, ecological, and spiritual. 

Rights and Responsibilities: The Catholic tradition teaches that human dignity can be protected and a 
healthy community can be achieved only if human rights are protected and responsibilities are met. This 
is witnessed in the support and work done by ShareLife and Silent Voice. 

https://www.devp.org/en/cst 

 

CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTION 

The Arts 

D1. Creating and Presenting: Apply the creative process to produce art works in variety of traditional 
two- and three-dimensional forms, as well as multimedia art works, that communicate feelings, ideas, and 
understandings, using elements, principles, and techniques of visual arts as well as current media 
technologies. 

Language Arts 

• Use speaking skills and strategies appropriately to communicate with different audiences for a 
variety of purposes. 

• Draft and revise their writing, using a variety of informational, literary, and graphic forms and 
stylistic elements appropriate for the purpose and audience; 

 

INFORMING YOUR FAITH AND PREPARING TO SHARE YOUR FAITH 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Silent Voice is a not-for-profit charitable organization founded in 1975. They are the only organization in 
the GTA offering community and family-based support to Deaf and hard of hearing people. They provide 
social-recreational programs in American Sign Language (ASL) for Deaf and hard of hearing children 
and their family members. They also teach hearing family members American Sign Language. Also, in 
partnership with other organizations, they offer special assistance and outreach services to disadvantaged 
Deaf or hard of hearing adults living in the community. They are dedicated to improving communication 
and relationships between the Deaf and hearing members of families in our communities. Silent Voice is 
an agency offering services to the whole community. They value and respect the dignity and worth of 
ALL people. 

  

https://www.devp.org/en/cst
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

People in this community may identify themselves as ‘Deaf’ or ‘Hard of Hearing’ 

However don’t assume, always ask someone how they identify themselves 

Like their hearing counterparts, Deaf and hard of hearing people build successful careers, have families, 
watch television, go to the movies, talk on the telephone, play sports etc. 

Deaf and hard of hearing people can communicate in many different ways: 

American Sign Language, fingerspelling, body gestures, facial expressions, speech, writing, lip reading or 
a combination of each strategy. 

For additional information visit: 

• http://www.silentvoice.ca 
• http://ihp.silentvoice.ca 

 

  

http://www.silentvoice.ca/
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GET STARTED  
 

LEARNING GOAL 

We are learning about how we can show compassion and understanding by increasing our knowledge 
about the Deaf and hard of hearing members of our community. 

 

BEFORE 

Charades 

Write out simple sentences similar to the ones below and choose students to act out the meaning while the 
rest of the group tries to decipher the message: 

Some example sentences: (feel free to create your own) 

• “Excuse me” 
• “Where is the washroom?” 
• “It is time for you to come to lunch.” 
• “Your mother wants you.” 
• “Would you like to play hockey with me?” 
• “Do you want a glass of water?” 

Brainstorm  

Ask students to share what they know about hearing loss or deafness. 

Responses might include: 

• an inability to hear 
• scientific information about the ear 
• hearing technology such as hearing aids, cochlear implants  
• captioning on TV and films; sign language interpreters 
• labels, stereotypes and expressions (Deaf, Deaf and mute, hard of hearing, partially hearing). 

View ShareLife video entitled “Silent Voice”  

Ask students to identify which Ontario Catholic School Graduate Expectation is exemplified in the 
video: http://bit.ly/silentvoicevideo 

 

http://bit.ly/silentvoicevideo
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DURING 

Class Discussion 

Ask the students about the video they have just viewed: 

• What did they find interesting and unique about the soccer game? 
• How were the soccer players able to communicate their movements or thoughts throughout the 

game? 

(The following question is of a sensitive nature and depending on the class and the relationship you have 
with the class, students may or may not feel comfortable disclosing information.) 

Ask how many students know a person who is deaf or hard of hearing?  

• What can they say about them: how they communicate, occupation, hobbies, special equipment 
they use, etc.?  

• How does their relationship with a Deaf or hard of hearing person differ from that with a hearing 
person?  

Ask the students to imagine their lives without hearing?  

Encourage students to consider the impact on their daily lives: subjects they study, their hobbies, 
socializing with friends, family life etc.  

• Is it still possible to have a rich and fulfilling life?  
• What are the benefits of trying to understand some of the challenges of being Deaf or hard of 

hearing? 
• How is knowing and having a relationship with a person who is deaf or hard of hearing positive?  

Read the following scripture passage to students: 2 Thessalonians 2:16-17 
Now may our Lord Jesus Christ himself and God our Father, who loved us and through grace gave us 
eternal comfort and good hope, comfort your hearts and strengthen them in every good work and word. 

• We are all made differently but loved just the same. Whether you are tall or small, Deaf or blind 
or different you are loved by God more than you can even imagine. 

• How can we communicate that love to one another? 
• How can we communicate that love with our brothers and sisters who are Deaf or hard of 

hearing? 
• When we raise money at the school for ShareLife are we effective communicators? 
• What are we saying to the Silent Voice community when we raise money and awareness? 
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AFTER  

Culminating Activity 

Student will learn and use some American Sign Language to accompany a prayer 
• Ask students to work with a friend or two 
• As a whole class read through the prayer provided 
• Give students some time to practice saying and signing the prayer 
• finally have the students come forward and share their ideas, movements and prayer with the rest 

of the class 

 
An Example Prayer 
(Feel free to use another prayer or create your own) 

God (point up) is a friend (arm around your partner)  
to me (point to self) (repeat first line) 
God (point up) holds my hand (shake hands with self) 
God (point up) helps me stand (index and middle fingers held down on palm of opposite 
hand like legs walking) God (point up) is a friend (arm around your partner) to me (point 
to self) 
God (point up) is a friend (arm around your partner) 
to me (point to self) (repeat first line)  
God (point up) hears (cup hand around ear) my call (cup hand around mouth) 
Though I may be (point to self) small (hold hand near ground, palm down) 
God (point up) is a friend (thumbs up)  
to me (point to self). 
 

Extension Activities 
• Have a person who is familiar with American Sign Language visit the class and share 

information about Deaf culture 
• Students can learn to sign their names using the American Sign Alphabet 
• Students can play a game using only gestures to communicate 

 
Closing Prayer 

Loving God, 
We thank you for the precious gift of our life,  
And we thank you for creating each and every one of us in your likeness 
Continue to teach us to be kind to one another and to always follow your teachings  
of kindness and love. 
We ask this through Jesus Christ Our Lord. 
AMEN  
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Source: Wikimedia Commons 
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